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can readily slip through it. Oncoming solar wind particle~:> 
which strike tho Moon's surface become neutralized, but 
the equations of magnetogasdynamics are as!:lumed to 
apply to the rest of the flow. The case of aligned MHD 
flow is worked out exactly. Comparison betw.een theory 
and experiment is good. 

In "The Solar Wind Problem with Fluctuations", 
Siscoo averages solar wind properties, including random 
fluctuations which are constant, in the mean, over spheres 
of arbitrary radii centmd on the Sun. Some idea of the 
difficulty of this problem can be obtained by observing 
that the equations dcrivod are generalizations of Parker's 
solar wind ClJUations. The results arc applied to various 
problems inoluding the problem of the radial dopendenec 
of the energies of fluctuations. I hope that thiB wor·k 
will continuo. 

An important and illurnirmting paper by Russell and 
Thorne on the "Structure of t,he Inner M~tgnetosphcro" 
discusses inner and outer zone electrons and protons, the 
plasmapause, and changes in their :fluxes and poRitiom> 
observed during magnetic storms:. An extremely con
vincing theoretical argument, with comparison with obser
vations, identifies th0 various mechanisms at work. 

The clear aud well written pap0r on "Generation of 
Bow-Shock-Associated Hydromagnetic Waves" by Barnes 
considerably advances the theory by Fairfield that 
m(l.gnetuac<Justio waves upstream of the Earl•h's bow 
shock are generated by the inn-cyclot.ron inst.ability fr·om 
protons which arc str0aming away from the shock. 

In the last paper, Dryer usos his wide expertise in 
hypersonic flow to di~:>cuss with enthusiasm, and many 
photographs, tho hypersonic analogue of Rnlar wind inter
actions with the magnetic environments of tho planets, 
their satcllitos and comets. It is intereBting to compare 
his comments on flow round the Moun with the first papor 
in this issue. 

In conclusion I notfl that t,lw quality of printing and 
editing iti first rate. I am dolighted that there are no 
page charge:;; (my colleagues in contr·ol engineering and 
business studios o[1-.on actually get paid for publishing 
their papers, and can be quite humorous about "colleagues 
who havo to pay to got their work published"); and it is 
pleasing to note that t>he price of the journal is reasonable 
by current standards. 1'. C. KENDALL 

APPLIED MATHS 
Computational Methods in Partial Differential Equations 
By A. R. Mitchell. (Introductory Mathematics for 
Scientists and Engineers.) Pp. xiii + 255. (Wiley: London 
and New York, December 1969.) 80s boards; 45s paper. 

Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations 
By William F. Ames. (Applications of Mathematics 
Series.) Pp. x+29l. (Nelson: London, 1969.) Paper 65s. 

AFTER an introductory chapt~?r in which he discusses 
aspects of linear algebra to be us~?d later, Professor 
Mitchell deals in turn with finite difference methods of 
solving parabolic, elliptic and hyperbolic equations. Clear 
descriptions of the advantages, disadvantages, stability 
and convergence criteria, and the limitations of explicit 
and implicit methods are given. Alternating direction 
methods and successive over-relaxation are di~cussed at 
length. In a final chapter, the preceding theory is applied 
to a number of probl~>ms in fluid mechanics and elasticity. 
Professor Mi.t.chcll is to bn congratnlatfld in prewmting, 
for tho first. time in English, such a simple and straight
forward account of locally one-dimensional m ethods. 
While originating frorn lectures given by the author to 
1mdeq,,rr·aduate students: ofmathema,t,ics, the book demands 
only that the reader shall have studied those aspects 0f 
calculus and matrix theory normally found in most. 
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undergraduate courses in physical sciences and engineering 
and some cl~?mentary numerical methods. Emphasis is 
laid on concepts and methods; relevant theorems are 
quoted and, very properly, the proofs are left for the 
reader to study in the original references if he so d esires. 

l'rofesRor Arnos'R book follow!~ a very similar pattern 
and covers almost identical material, although locally 
one-dimcmsional methods arc not mentioned and the 
roade1· is given some specific revision of the ideas of error 
propagation and stability in numerical methods. Some 
readers will prefer the rather more informal style of this 
book and will welcome the larger number of diagrams 
illustrating the text. The list of ,·eferences is certainly 
rnore ~xten~ive. 

Both Hwso volume!:' deserve to be Lhe b<~sil:l of under
graduate courses in this particular aspect, of applied 
rnathmnn,tics boco.use of th~ clear prcsent atien which 
requires the minimum of previous mathematical know
ledge, and I feel sure t,hat many more experienced mathe
maticians and seientists will use these books as worlu: of 
reference for a long time to come. A. H. CRAVBN 

INTRODUCTION TO THE STARS 
The Stars 
Their Structure and Evolution. By R. ;r. Tayler. (The 
Wykoham Science Series for Schools and UniverRities.) 
(Wykeham: London and Winehcster, March 1!)70.) 308. 

I HAVE not previously looked closely at any of the 
"Wylwham Science Series", being to some t'xtcnt deterred 
by th~ir declarEd aim "to broaden the outlook of the 
senior gramr1111r school pupil and to introduce the undor
graduatc to the pros:ent state of scien<'e 11.s a uni versity 
study", but judging by this Yolume I havo therefore 
missed a considerable amount of material useful at a 
rather higher level. In collaboration with the school
master A. S. Everest, ProfeRsor Tayler hr.s produced a 
book which fulfils all of it.s declared aims admirably, and 
will also provide an excellent introduction for anybody 
moving into research in astronomy for t.hc first time, 
what,ever their previous level of oducation. 

Although writing j;o a somewhat less advanced standard 
than Schwarzschild's well known book on the same sub
ject, Tayler covers rnuch the same fields (with tho !lxcep
tion of auy detailed discussion of mathomatieal teehniques) 
and in much tho same order, corrunencing with chapters 
discussing obse1·vations and the laws of physics which 
dot.0rmine tho equat.ions of ~>tdlar structure, and then 
dealing with the main sequence, evolution right up to 
its final stages (including the possibility of gravitational 
oollapse), and concluding with a chapter on possible 
future developments. In the later sections, the develop
ment of ideas through research is shown honestly, with 
gaps and uncertainties in our knowledge of these later 
stages of stellar evolution being olearly presented. Nothing 
of importance seems to have been omitt.ed, while no extra
neous material is included; the book provides a readable 
introduction to stellar structure and evolution which 
eould do much to encourage young research workers to 
onter the field of thfloretical astrophysics. 

The lavish use of illustrations and generally high quality 
of the production make this volume good value, my one 
objection being that the use of high quality art paper is 
perhaps excessively extravagant in a book aimed primarily 
at schools and undergraduates; by the time one is in 
a position to pay for tho aesthetic presentation of informa
tion one is hardly likely to require an introductory text of 
this kind. But this in no way detracts from my whole
hearted recommendation of the book to anybody who is 
interested in the structure of the stars and possesses an 
eltlmentary know lodge of physics and mathematics. 

J OTTN Gmr.mN 
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